
Junior 2021-2022 Report 

After a disruptive season due to the pandemic, this year our juniors have bounced back with so 

much energy and enthusiasm to learn.  Our junior’s section has progressively grown and is oozing 

talent in several age groups especially the U12s section. We had to introduce a waiting list for 

players wanting to join after Christmas and those still interested will be able to join in September as 

a lot of players transition into older age groups. 

Although our U8s section didn’t get any specific festivals this year a number of them did however 

step up to the U10s section and play in the last tournament in March. 

 

The U10s played three festivals (the fourth was cancelled due to bad weather), playing four games in 

each. 6 wins, 3 draws and 3 losses is an amazing set of stats considering a young side with many 

playing their first games representing the club. March saw us enter two teams in a tournament. We 

were first reserve and with four days until the scheduled date I got a call to say a team had pulled 

out and could we fill it? So, we did, and this is where some of our U8s were called upon. Everyone 

did amazingly well and its fair to say I and all of those who were there supporting from the side-line 

were totally balled over by the unity of the teams. We fielded teams with a mixture of Y2 to Y5s in 

that came up against teams full of Y5s, but it didn’t phase them, even if the height difference looked 

a little challenging. We had players making their competitive debut including a GK (Ben Stacey, who 

was phenomenal). Spirits were high and both teams made it to the knockout stages after lunch but 

unfortunately both lost their games and so were then eliminated from the tournament.  

The achievements from these youngsters in such a short space of time has been wonderful to watch 

and I hope they feel as proud of themselves as we do. 

The U12s played 4 festivals also playing four games in each. 10 wins, 4 draws and 2 losses. Again, 

amazing results. With the U12s being such a big training group, they have all shown maturity when 

knowing the teams would change trying to allow all those who wanted to play have the chance to do 

so. All are happy to come and communicate, ask questions, and listen when spoken to. The attitudes 

and consistency of all players has been so positive, wanting to learn and achieve as a team. 

Our tournament in March proved to be very competitive. Being over subscribed all clubs were only 

allowed to enter one team. Unfortunately, I was unable to attend this tournament but was getting 

updates of their progress throughout the day. They reached the knockout stages after lunch, then 

the quarter finals beating Thornbury 5-0. Next, they narrowly lost to North Somerset 1 nil but 

smashed Weston 3-0 to take 3rd place overall. The medals were worn with such pride and so they 

should be. Well done all for a fantastic season. 

 

U14 Girls, so the girls managed to play 2 fixtures. In December they played against Wotton narrowly 

loosing 4-3. It was such a good game with many playing for the first time and certainly the first time 

playing all together. We also had three U12s debuting into the older age group two of them being 

Y6s but showed they could hold their own.  

Unfortunately, two games were cancelled due to Covid. But they did get to play again against 

Cirencester and bagged themselves 3-1 win with some nice hockey being played. In February the 

girls faced an experienced Westberries team mainly consisting of Y9 players and a few Y8s. the girls 



put in a good shift with the final score not being a fair representation of the play and all their efforts 

loosing 4 nil. (2-0 would have been a fair result!) 

Again, the standard of hockey being played by these girls is fantastic. Some of which have 

transitioned into ladies this season and are proving to be a success. With many hopefully making 

that move this September. 

 

U16 Girls, this league was plagued with a lot of Covid disruption, and we ended up being given 

several byes in the rounds. We bizarrely found ourselves in the semi finals without even playing a 

game. We travelled to Cheltenham with a squad of 14 who hadn’t played together before. However, 

you would never have known that. The fabulous effort and communication amongst them were all 

you could ask for. They were positive and supportive of one another and that certainly paid off. They 

came away with a 7-0 win placing them in the finals for the plate. 

Sadly, Covid had other ideas and our opposition, Lansdown lost half their team to testing positive 

and therefore had to forfeit the game making us Plate winners. Obviously, the girls were 

disappointed not to play again and they had clearly shown what they were capable of and to play 

again in front of a crowd was very much being look forward to. But there is always next year and 

let’s hope next season is a little fairer to all involved so we can enjoy it and show all what we are 

truly capable of.  Well done though girls. 

 

Just a Special mention to all our boys and girls who have managed to get trials this season for Avon 

and Gloucestershire Academies, those who are continuing from last season and those at the 

Development centres good luck!  

Also, our little club has representatives at Performance level and players are waiting to hear at the 

moment to see if they will be selected for the PC challenge cup to be played in August so good luck 

Issy Collins, Millie Vale-Webb, Ruby Gold and Dylan Bruce. 

Special thanks go to for the support of all the parents/guardians whose children turn up each week 

for training and then to those who constantly ferry them from pitch to pitch and stand and support 

from the side-line in all weathers.  

But again, Lucy and I would be lost without the support from our assistant coaches and helpers at 

training and match/tournament days. Helping with the managing of teams and umpiring, it is very 

much appreciated. We couldn’t do the job as easily if we didn’t have you…. Nikki Ashley, Colin 

Thompson, Josh Johnson, Darren Ashley, Bailey Jones, Ollie Adams, Jess Vale-Webb, Carolyn 

Rolleston and Iona Cooper (Martin) sorry if I’ve missed anyone out but thank you.  

 

Thank you all for making our coaching experience all worthwhile. 

 

Zoe and Lucy 

 


